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High-resolution anion photoelectron spectra of cryogenically cooled C−
5 clusters are reported using

slow photoelectron velocity-map imaging spectroscopy. We resolve vibronic transitions to the ν2

stretching mode and multiply excited ν5, ν6, and ν7 bending modes of neutral C5 with significantly
higher accuracy than previous experiments. Weak transitions to Franck-Condon (FC) forbidden
singly excited bending modes are made possible by Herzberg-Teller coupling between elec-
tronic states of the neutral cluster. In addition, we resolve vibrational fine structure correspond-
ing to different angular momentum states of multiply excited bending modes. The observation
of this multiplet structure, some of which is FC forbidden, is attributed to Renner-Teller cou-
pling between vibrational levels in the C−

5 ground electronic state. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824657]

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon clusters (Cn) have been of great interest in in-
terstellar, plasma, and combustion chemistry for over three
decades.1–5 They represent one of the most important families
of clusters owing to their relevance and structural complexity.
Many state-of-the-art experimental and theoretical methods
were developed with carbon clusters as their primary target
and were subsequently extended to other systems. Following
this paradigm, we recently reported a study of the neutral C5

cluster via high-resolution slow photoelectron velocity-map
imaging spectroscopy of cryo-cooled C−

5 anions in order to
demonstrate the power of this combination of techniques.6, 7

Here, we present a more complete spectroscopic study of C5

and C−
5 using the same method.

Small carbon clusters with an odd number of atoms
tend to have linear geometries, while even-numbered clus-
ters also have low-energy ring structures.8–10 Larger clus-
ters can preferentially form rings and fullerenes.11, 12 The
neutral C5 cluster is a linear cumulene with a 1�+

g ground
electronic state.9, 13, 14 C5 was first detected experimentally
by its ν3 anti-symmetric stretching mode in cold neon and
argon matrices.15 Soon afterwards, the same ν3 mode was
identified in the gas phase from the absorption spectrum of
the circumstellar shell of a carbon star16 and in the labora-
tory using infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy.17, 18

Electronic and vibrational levels of C5 have since been in-
vestigated with further rare gas matrix studies,19–21 cav-
ity ringdown spectroscopy,22 resonant two-photon ionization
spectroscopy,23 and electronic structure calculations.10, 24–29

The C−
5 anion is also linear, with a 2�u ground state.30, 31

While not as well-characterized as its neutral counterpart,
its electronic and vibrational structure has been investigated

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
dneumark@berkeley.edu

with multiphoton electron detachment,32–34 matrix IR
absorption,35–37 and various theoretical methods.38–40

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is an attractive
technique for clusters in general41, 42 as a means of probing the
electron affinity and vibronic structure of size-selected neutral
species. The vibrational structure in a PE spectrum is sensitive
to the change in geometry of a cluster upon photodetachment,
and is often complementary to IR spectroscopy because it is
dominated by progressions in totally symmetric vibrational
modes. Previous PES studies of C−

5 have been reported by
Yang et al.43 at a resolution of ∼1000 cm−1, by Arnold et al.44

with a resolution of ∼100 cm−1, and by Kitsopoulos et al.45

with zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spectroscopy, at a
resolution of 10−30 cm−1. The ZEKE study resolved transi-
tions to the ν2 (779 cm−1), 2ν5 (432 cm−1), 2ν6 (1070 cm−1),
and 2ν7 (212 cm−1) vibrational states of neutral C5, as well as
a spin-orbit (SO) splitting of 22 cm−1 between the 2�1/2u and
2�3/2u levels of the C−

5 ground electronic state.
In the present work, we report high-resolution slow pho-

toelectron velocity-map imaging (SEVI) vibronic spectra of
C−

5 , cooled in our cryogenic ion trap. We previously fo-
cused on the spin-orbit levels of the X̃1�+

g ← X̃2�u (neutral
← anion) vibrational origin to demonstrate the cooling abil-
ity of the ion trap, finding a SO splitting of 25 cm−1 and an
internal ion temperature as low as 10 K.6 Here, the entire
X̃1�+

g ← X̃2�u photodetachment band is considered. The
combination of cryogenic cooling with the inherent high in-
strumental resolution of SEVI (<4 cm−1) reveals consider-
ably more vibrational structure of neutral C5 than was seen in
previous studies. We find ν2 (780 cm−1), 2ν5 (408 cm−1), 2ν6

(1069 cm−1), and 2ν7 (208 cm−1), and assign newly observed
combination bands. We resolve vibrational fine structure with
splittings as small as 6 cm−1 corresponding to doubly excited
levels of the ν5, ν6, and ν7 bending modes with different val-
ues of vibrational angular momentum. Additionally, a number
of Franck-Condon (FC) forbidden peaks are seen that provide
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evidence of subtle vibronic coupling effects in both the neu-
tral and anion clusters. Coupled cluster electronic structure
theory calculations and Franck-Condon simulations aid in in-
terpreting the experimental spectra.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The SEVI method has been described in detail
previously,46, 47 as has the current experimental setup in our
laboratory.6 Briefly, SEVI is a high-resolution variant of pho-
toelectron spectroscopy, wherein anions are photodetached
with a tunable laser. Photoelectrons are extracted and imaged
in a velocity-map imaging (VMI) apparatus. At low extrac-
tion voltages, slow electrons are preferentially detected and
magnified on the imaging detector, resulting in considerably
higher kinetic energy resolution than conventional VMI.

C−
5 clusters were generated with a laser vaporization clus-

ter source. A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser was focused
onto a 1 in. disc of graphite, producing a carbon plasma
that was entrained within a pulse of He buffer gas from an
Even-Lavie solenoid valve.48 The resulting pulsed jet of car-
bon clusters passed through a skimmer. Anions were directed
through a radio frequency (RF) ion guide and a quadrupole
mass spectrometer to provide rough mass selection for the
cluster size of interest en route to the linear octupole ion trap.6

Here, the ions were trapped radially by alternating RF volt-
ages applied to the trap rods49 and axially by entrance and
exit electrodes held at low DC voltages. The ion trap was in
thermal contact with a closed-cycle refrigerator cooled to 5 K.
Prior to admitting the ions, the trap was filled with a pulsed
burst of He/H2 buffer gas in a 80:20 mixture, precooled to
40 K. The ions were stored in the trap for ∼38 ms before ex-
traction into a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter (TOFMS);50 this trapping time enabled collisional ther-
malization of the ions to their ground vibrational state.

The TOFMS spatially and temporally focused the ion
packet into the laser interaction region of the SEVI spectrom-
eter. A mass gate ensured that only the desired 12C−

5 clusters
entered the interaction region. The ion packet was then pho-
todetached with the frequency-doubled output of an Nd:YAG-
pumped tunable dye laser. The resulting photoelectrons were
focused with a velocity-map imaging electrostatic lens51 onto
a detector consisting of two chevron-stacked micro-channel
plates (MCPs) coupled to a phosphor screen.52 Images of the
screen were collected by a 1024 × 768 pixel CCD camera and
sent to a computer running NuACQ software provided by the
Suits group53 that was modified to suit our experiment. Dur-
ing data acquisition, we used an event counting algorithm54

to identify spots corresponding to single electron events and
compute their centroids in real time. Event counting enhances
spatial resolution and reduces effects from background noise
and inhomogeneity in the response of the CCD and MCPs.
The centroid of each spot was accumulated to create an image
which was subsequently centered, smoothed, and quadrant-
symmetrized.

The 3D distribution of electron velocity vectors was re-
constructed from the 2D accumulated image using an inverse-
Abel method.55 The reconstructed image was then integrated
angularly to obtain a spectrum. The distance of an elec-

tron spot from the center of the image is linearly propor-
tional to the electron speed. The apparatus was calibrated with
SEVI images of well-known photodetachment transitions56 of
atomic F− at a variety of photon energies, in order to relate the
distance from the image center in pixels to electron kinetic en-
ergy (eKE) for a given VMI extraction voltage. The features
occurring at lowest eKE in our spectra correspond to transi-
tions to neutral states with the highest internal energy. As the
eKE depends on photodetachment laser energy (hν), we re-
port SEVI spectra as a function of electron binding energy
(eBE), given by eBE = hν – eKE.

The VMI spectrometer has an approximately constant re-
solving power �eKE/eKE. Hence, its resolution is best for
transitions closest to threshold (low eKE). As described in
more detail in Ref. 57, in order to construct a high resolution
SEVI spectrum covering the entire band, we first obtained a
low-resolution overview spectrum at a single photon energy.
We then obtained high-resolution photodetachment spectra
over relatively narrow eKE windows by measuring spectra
at a series of photodetachment energies lying just above fea-
tures of interest. These windows were combined to create a
composite high-resolution spectrum of the entire band.

III. CALCULATIONS

Electronic structure theory calculations for C5 and C−
5

were carried out at the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory58–60 in order to determine the geometries, normal
modes, and harmonic frequencies of both species. All cal-
culations were carried out using the Molpro 2010.1 soft-
ware package.61 Clusters were restricted to linear geome-
tries, as recommended by prior theoretical and experimental
work.9, 14, 44, 45 Calculated electronic term energies were zero-
point vibrational energy corrected.

The photoelectron spectrum for the X̃1�+
g ← X̃2�u

photodetachment of C−
5 was simulated using the ezSpectrum

v3.0 software package.62 All modes were treated in the har-
monic approximation and FC overlap factors were calculated
using full Duschinsky mixing of all normal modes.63 The vi-
brational origin was fixed to the experimentally determined
value of 23 018 cm−1 (2.8538 eV).6 Those frequencies of neu-
tral C5 that were observed in the SEVI spectra (ν2, 2ν5, 2ν6,
and 2ν7) were scaled to their experimental values; the others
were left at their calculated RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ values.

As C−
5 has a 2�u electronic ground state, Renner-Teller

(RT) and spin-orbit effects must be taken into account when
considering the anion bending vibrational modes. In this
work, the bending frequencies of C−

5 were taken from Perić
et al.,40 in which the authors included these effects in model-
ing the C−

5 anion bending potentials to obtain better values for
the ν5, ν6, and ν7 frequencies. The anion stretch frequencies
were left at their calculated RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ values.

IV. RESULTS

The SEVI spectra of the X̃1�+
g ← X̃2�u photodetach-

ment of C−
5 , taken at an ion trap temperature of 5 K, are

presented in Fig. 1. A low-resolution overview spectrum at
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FIG. 1. SEVI spectra of the X̃1�+
g ← X̃2�u photodetachment of C−

5 , taken
with the ion trap held at 5 K. A low-resolution overview spectrum is shown in
blue. The black trace is a high-resolution composite spectrum taken at many
laser frequencies. A FC simulation stick spectrum is shown in red.

photon energy hν = 24 728 cm−1 is shown in blue. The black
traces constitute the high-resolution composite spectrum con-
structed as described in Sec. II. The high-resolution traces are
scaled to fit the intensity profile of the overview and are ver-
tically offset for comparison. A FC simulation stick spectrum
is shown in red, scaled to match the intensity of peak A.

The spectra are dominated by a single peak at low eBE
(peak A), above which we resolve narrow vibrational fea-
tures covering ∼1500 cm−1. A much weaker peak (peak A′)
lies 25 cm−1 below peak A. No spectroscopic features are
visible below peaks A′/A, indicating that they represent the
X̃1�+

g ← X̃2�u vibrational origin, with peak A′ originating
from the 2�3/2u upper spin-orbit level of the anion, in agree-
ment with previous findings.6, 45 Typical experimental peak
linewidths are 5−9 cm−1 FWHM, far narrower than previous
photodetachment experiments. Additionally, at high resolu-
tion, some features (peaks C, D, L, M, and P) resolve into pre-
viously unseen multiplets with splittings as small as 6 cm−1.

Most observed peaks in the accumulated images have
isotropic photoelectron angular distributions (PADs). This is
consistent with the PAD expected of a 1�+

g ← 2�u photode-
tachment process.64, 65 Only peaks B and F appear to have
anisotropic PADs, aligned parallel to the laser polarization
axis. Peaks B and F are only weakly visible in the overview
spectrum, and are not seen in the higher resolution composite
spectrum.

Positions and assignments for the peaks labeled in Fig. 1
are summarized in Table I. Calculated and experimental pa-
rameters for C−

5 and C5 obtained in this work are summarized
in Table II and generally found to be in good agreement with
literature values.3, 27, 38–40

V. DISCUSSION

The C−
5 SEVI spectra presented in Fig. 1 are a significant

improvement over the ZEKE spectrum obtained by Kitsopou-
los et al. in 1991.45 The experimental resolution is substan-
tially better (2−4 cm−1 in the current work as compared to

TABLE I. Peak positions, offsets, and assignments for the SEVI spectra of
C−

5 given in Fig. 1.

Peak eBE (cm−1) Offset (cm−1) Assignment Electronic band

A′ 22 993 −25 00
0

1�+
g ←2�3/2u

A 23 018 0 00
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

B 23 137 119 71
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

C c1 23 226 208 72
0 (l7 = 0) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

c2 23 240 222 72
0 (l7 = ±2) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

D′ 23 403 385 52
0

1�+
g ←2�3/2u

D d1 23 426 408 52
0 (l5 = 0) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

d2 23 432 414 52
0 (l5 = ±2) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

E 23 483 465 74
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

F 23 553 535 61
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

H′ h1
′ 23 628 610 52

072
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

h2
′ 23 636 618 61

071
0

1�+
g ←2�3/2u

H 23 662 644 61
071

0
1�+

g ←2�1/2u

I′ 23 773 755 21
0

1�+
g ←2�3/2u

I 23 798 780 21
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

J 23 835 817 54
0

1�+
g ←2�1/2u

K 23 876 858 61
073

0
1�+

g ←2�1/2u

L′ 23 989 971 21
072

0
1�+

g ←2�3/2u

L l1 24 012 994 21
072

0 (l7 = 0) 1�+
g ←2�1/2u

l2 24 026 1008 21
072

0 (l7 = ±2) 1�+
g ←2�1/2u

M′ m1
′ 24 061 1043 62

0 (l6 = 0) 1�+
g ←2�3/2u

m2
′ 24 068 1050 62

0 (l6 = ±2) 1�+
g ←2�3/2u

M m1 24 087 1069 62
0 (l6 = 0) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

m2 24 093 1075 62
0 (l6 = ±2) 1�+

g ←2�1/2u

N 24 212 1194 21
052

0
1�+

g ←2�1/2u

O 24 225 1207 21
074

0
1�+

g ←2�1/2u

P′ 24 272 1254 62
072

0
1�+

g ←2�3/2u

P p1 24 291 1273 62
072

0 (l6, l7 = ?) 1�+
g ←2�1/2u

p2 24 301 1283 62
072

0 (l6, l7 = ?) 1�+
g ←2�1/2u

10−30 cm−1 in the ZEKE experiment), enabling better sep-
aration of well-defined doublets (A′/A, D′/D, etc.) from the
two spin-orbit components of the anion. In addition, even finer
multiplet structure of many vibrational modes is seen that was
not resolved in the ZEKE spectrum. As these multiplets occur
in bending modes with more than one quantum of vibrational
excitation, it is likely that they arise from closely spaced vi-
brational angular momentum states with the same principal
quantum number.

The improved resolution of the C−
5 spectra presented here

results from several improvements to the SEVI apparatus. The
addition of event counting to our data acquisition process in-
creases our sensitivity and enhances VMI spatial resolution.
Cryogenic cooling of anions in our trap prior to photodetach-
ment eliminates vibrational hot bands and dramatically nar-
rows rotational envelopes. As described previously,6 the in-
ternal anion temperature can be quantified by comparing the
relative intensity of peaks corresponding to photodetachment
from the 2�1/2u and 2�3/2u spin-orbit levels of the C−

5 elec-
tronic ground state. Assuming that the anions are thermalized
in the ion trap, the relative populations of these two states
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TABLE II. Calculated and experimental parameters for C−
5 and C5 found in this work. Frequencies are in

wavenumbers (cm−1) and bond lengths are in Ångströms (Å). The given uncertainties are one standard de-
viation of a Gaussian fit to the experimentally observed peak. All calculated parameters were obtained at the
RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, with the exception of the values taken from Ref. 40.

Parameter C−
5 calculated C5 calculated C5 experimental

RC–C, inner 1.307 1.289
RC–C, outer 1.293 1.297

ν1 (σ+
g ) 1976 1977

ν2 (σ+
g ) 748 772 ν2 = 780(3)

ν3 (σ+
u ) 1986 2213

ν4 (σ+
u ) 1417 1442

ν5 (πg) (255, 351) 196 2ν5 = 408(2) 4g55 = 6

334a

ν6 (πu) (333, 545) 517 ν6 = 535(13); 2ν6 = 1069(3) 4g66 = 7

521a

ν7 (πu) (123, 135) 109 ν7 = 119(9); 2ν7 = 208(4) 4g77 = 14

158a

EA 22428 1�+
g ←2�1/2u: 23018(3)

1�+
g ←2�3/2u: 22993(3)

aFrequencies for anion bending modes taken from Perić et al.40

should be governed by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The
ZEKE study measured a spin-orbit temperature of 30 K un-
der optimal conditions. Previously, we were able to optimize
the cooling conditions in our ion trap to achieve an ion tem-
perature of 10 K at the time of photodetachment.6 The spectra
presented here have a slightly higher SO temperature of 13 K
as the system was tuned to optimize both ion temperature and
signal.

The spectra are dominated by the vibrational origin
(peak A), which indicates that the geometry change between
anion and neutral is minimal. The calculated geometries out-
lined in Table II correspondingly predict changes in C–C bond
lengths of at most ∼1% upon photodetachment. The peak as-
signments in Table I were informed by the results of ab initio
calculations and assignments from previous studies.44, 45 Ex-
perimental and simulated peak positions are generally in good
agreement, but the simulation systematically underestimates
the intensities for transitions to vibrationally excited states,
especially those involving multiply excited bending modes.
Peaks designated “prime” correspond to transitions originat-
ing from the 2�3/2u SO level of C−

5 , with the exception of peak
h1

′, which originates from the 2�1/2u anion ground state but
overlaps with a SO peak.

Our assignments of the vibrational origin 00
0 (peak A),

symmetric stretch 21
0 (peak I), and doubly excited bending

modes 52
0 (peaks d1 and d2), 62

0 (peaks m1 and m2), and 72
0

(peaks c1 and c2) agree with those of Kitsopoulos et al.45 The
ZEKE spectrum also showed a combination band assigned
as 52

072
0. In the analysis presented here, this transition (peak

H) is reassigned as 61
071

0, and a weak feature (peak h1
′) over-

lapping the 61
071

0 SO peak (peak h2
′) is assigned to 52

072
0, in

better agreement with the location and strength of the tran-
sitions predicted by the FC simulation. We also observe the
21

072
0 (peaks l1 and l2) and 62

072
0 (peaks p1 and p2) combina-

tion bands, as well as the more tentatively assigned features:

54
0 (peak J), 61

073
0 (peak K), 21

052
0 (peak N), and 21

074
0 (peak O).

The assignment of peaks N and O is especially uncertain, as
both lie close to the expected energies of the 21

052
0 and 21

074
0

transitions. The simulation predicts 21
052

0 to be the more in-
tense of the two transitions, but the predicted energy of this
feature is closer to peak N, the less intense peak.

There are two weak features (peaks B and F) in the low-
resolution SEVI spectrum that do not appear in the high-
resolution spectra. Both peaks are assigned to transitions to
a neutral state with a single quantum of excitation in a πu

bending mode: peak B to 71
0 and peak F to 61

0. These peaks
can only appear through a vibronic coupling process, as dis-
cussed in more detail below.

The high-resolution traces presented in Fig. 1 also show
closely spaced splittings of the vibrational states of C5 with
multiple quanta in doubly degenerate bending modes. These
splittings are most reasonably assigned to states with the same
vibrational quantum number but different vibrational angu-
lar momenta. Our spectra represent the first resolution of vi-
brational angular momentum structure in C5, though such
structure has been seen in similar systems such as C3

66, 67

and carbon suboxide (C3O2).68–70 An approximate energy for-
mula for the excitation of doubly degenerate vibrations in a
molecule is given by71

G(n1, n2, . . .) =
∑

i
νi(ni+di/2)+

∑
i

∑
k≥i

xik(ni+di/2)

× (nk+dk/2)+
∑

i

∑
k≥i

gikli lk+ . . ., (1)

where ν i is the harmonic frequency of the ith mode, ni is the
vibrational quantum number of the ith mode, di is the degen-
eracy of the ith mode, xik and gik are small constants giving
corrections to account for anharmonicity, and li = {− ni, −ni

+ 2, . . . , ni − 2, ni} is the vibrational angular momentum of
the ith mode.
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The most straightforward case of vibrational angular mo-
mentum structure in the C5 spectra occurs for transitions to
a doubly degenerate bending mode ν i with ni = 2, where
i = {5, 6, 7}. In this case li = {0, ±2}; the li = 0 state has
σ+

g vibrational symmetry and the li = ±2 states have δg sym-
metry. In a perfectly harmonic potential, all three levels with
ni = 2 would be degenerate in energy, but to the order of ac-
curacy given in Eq. (1), anharmonicity causes a splitting of
4gii between the li = 0 and li = ±2 states. Splittings observed
for the 52

0, 62
0, and 72

0 transitions in the SEVI spectra of C−
5

are reported in Table II. The SO-excited peak of 62
0 is intense

enough to reveal a splitting as well (peaks m1
′ and m2

′ in in-
set of Fig. 1). The splitting of the doubly excited ν7 mode is
also seen for 21

072
0 (peak L); ν2 is a σ+

g stretching mode and
therefore does not appear to alter the vibrational angular mo-
mentum structure of the 72

0 transition when observed in com-
bination. In all cases mentioned above, the peak at lower eBE
is more intense, and is assigned to the li = 0 state since this
transition is nominally FC allowed, whereas transitions to the
li = ±2 levels are not (see below).

The 62
072

0 transition (peaks p1 and p2) has a complicated
multiplet structure not fully resolved in the SEVI spectra.
This is befitting of a state involving two quanta of excitation
in each of two doubly degenerate vibrational modes, which
within the approximation of Eq. (1) should result in a quin-
tuplet. We expect 54

0 (peak J), 74
0 (peak E), and 61

073
0 (peak K)

to show similar multiplet structure, but they are too weak to
resolve any splittings. It is also possible that peaks N and O,
tentatively assigned to 21

052
0 and 21

074
0, are in fact the angular

momentum multiplet of a single vibrational transition.
Equation (1) predicts the 61

071
0 transition (peak H) to ap-

pear as a doublet split by 2g67. We resolve peak H as a singlet
with a 7 cm−1 FWHM. High-resolution IR spectroscopy stud-
ies of the closely related carbon suboxide (C3O2) molecule
have observed vibrational angular momentum splittings of
less than 3 cm−1 for the analogous ν6 + ν7 mode.68, 70 Split-
tings of this magnitude cannot be resolved with our SEVI
spectrometer, so we expect 61

071
0 to appear as a singlet.

There are several features in the SEVI spectra that are not
reproduced in the FC simulations. In addition, the simulated
intensities for many of the transitions that are reproduced are
systematically lower than the experimental intensities. Some
of these discrepancies can be addressed by varying the ge-
ometries obtained from the electronic structure calculations.
For example, increasing the calculated outer C–C bond length
of the anion by 0.01 Å boosts the simulated intensity of the 21

0
transition (peak I) by nearly 50%. However, so long as the
anion and neutral are linear, odd �n transitions in the bend-
ing modes are FC forbidden.72 Moreover, one cannot signif-
icantly affect the intensities of FC allowed (even �n) tran-
sitions involving the bending vibrations without drastic al-
teration of the anion and neutral bend frequencies listed in
Table II. It is more likely that these systematic intensity dis-
crepancies are caused by vibronic coupling effects in the neu-
tral and anion.

We first consider peaks B and F, which are assigned to
the 71

0 and 61
0 transitions, respectively. These transitions are

FC forbidden. However, the neutral levels have overall �u

vibronic symmetry. Transitions to these levels can occur if

they are mixed by Herzberg-Teller (HT) coupling with totally
symmetric vibrational levels of a low-lying 1�u excited elec-
tronic state of C5. Such a state has been predicted by theory to
lie ∼2.6 eV above the 1�+

g electronic ground state29 and has
been observed for C5 in a neon matrix and in the gas phase
with a term energy of ∼2.43 eV.21–23

A photodetachment transition from a 2�u anion elec-
tronic state that is allowed by HT coupling with a 1�u state
would yield an outgoing photoelectron wavefunction with πu

symmetry.64, 65 Indeed, peaks B and F have parallel PADs
corresponding to p-wave detachment. Additionally, the near-
threshold cross section for photodetachment (σ ) is governed
by the Wigner threshold law,73 σ ∝ (eKE)l+1 / 2, where l is the
angular momentum of the outgoing photoelectron. As a re-
sult, the photodetachment cross section falls off more sharply
close to threshold for p-wave (l = 1) electrons than for s-wave
(l = 0) electrons. Peaks B and F are therefore expected to
vanish close to threshold, as they do in the high-resolution
SEVI spectra. More detailed discussions of vibronic coupling
among neutral electronic states in photoelectron spectra and
SEVI experiments are presented in Refs. 57, 74, and 75.

The appearance of the FC forbidden li = ±2 compo-
nents of the i2

0 transitions and the unexpected strength of their
li = 0 components is attributed to a different vibronic cou-
pling scheme: Renner-Teller coupling between the vibrational
levels of the anion within its 2�u electronic ground state.
Renner-Teller coupling between vibrational levels in � elec-
tronic states of linear molecules is well-understood.40, 76, 77 It
is usually invoked to explain complex shifting and splitting
of vibrational and rotational structure within a � state. In the
case of the SEVI spectra of C−

5 , however, RT coupling appears
in a somewhat novel way, as a means of providing intensity to
weak or forbidden vibronic transitions.

RT coupling in the C−
5 anion has been discussed in detail

by Perić et al.40 If the anion electronic orbital angular momen-
tum (	) and the vibrational angular momenta of the bending
modes are allowed to mix, 	 and li are no longer good quan-
tum numbers. Instead one must consider the vibronic angular
momentum K = |l5 + l6 + l7 + 	|. The anion ground vibra-
tional state can couple to both the li = 0 and li = ±2 states
for anion bending modes with ni = 2, as all have components
with �u overall vibronic symmetry and K = 1. The matrix
elements 〈ni = 0, li = 0|Ĥ |ni = 2, li = 0,±2〉 of the anion
Hamiltonian can therefore be non-zero for modes ν5, ν6, and
ν7. This coupling scheme is laid out in Fig. 2 for the case of a
πu bending mode. Such a scheme enables transitions from the
anion vibrational ground state to the doubly excited bending
modes of the neutral with li = ±2. Transitions to neutral bend-
ing modes with ni = 2, li = 0 would also appear more intense
than predicted by FC simulation as a result of this coupling,
as seen in our spectra.

The situation is very similar for a single quantum of exci-
tation in each of two distinct πu modes such as the 61

071
0 tran-

sition (peak H). This combination results in three states with
vibrational symmetry σ+

g , σ−
g , and δg, and since l6, l7 = ±1,

we have ltot = l6 + l7 = {0, ±2}.71 All three states are of
the correct symmetry to couple vibronically with the anion
ground vibrational state, and may therefore appear in the neu-
tral spectra through RT coupling, as in the ni = 2 case. As
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FIG. 2. Schematic of πu bending mode levels in the C−
5 anion 2�u electronic

ground state, neglecting spin-orbit splittings and Renner-Teller splitting of
the n = 1 level for the purpose of illustration. Labels indicate vibrational
symmetry and angular momentum quantum number l for each level as well
as the overall vibronic symmetry and K value. The ground vibrational state
interacts with the n = 2, l = {0, ±2} levels through RT coupling (marked
in red), as those levels have components with the same overall �u vibronic
symmetry and K = 1.

discussed previously, the energy splitting between the various
ltot states is too narrow to resolve with SEVI, and as a result,
the 61

071
0 peak appears as a singlet in the spectra. RT coupling

is only possible in this case because the ν6 and ν7 bending
modes are both of cis (i.e., πu) symmetry.40 The combination
of a single excitation in both a trans mode and a cis mode (e.g.,
ν5 and ν6) would not result in states with the correct symme-
try to RT couple with the anion ground vibrational state.

The FC forbidden δg peaks could conceivably be at-
tributed to Herzberg-Teller coupling with totally symmetric
vibrational levels of a 1�g excited state of C5. However,
the lowest lying 1�g state of C5 has been calculated to lie
∼4.5 eV above the C5 ground state.29 Such a state would
seem too far removed to support what would need to be a
strong vibronic coupling with the ground state, since the for-
bidden ni = 2, li = ±2 bending mode peaks appear nearly as
intense as the ni = 2, li = 0 peaks. Additionally, unlike the
proposed Renner-Teller scheme, HT coupling would not ex-
plain why all multiply excited bending mode features appear
more strongly than predicted by the FC simulation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution SEVI spectra of cryogenically cooled
C−

5 clusters are reported. We identify the ν2 symmetric
stretching mode, doubly excited ν5, ν6, and ν7 bending
modes, and various combination bands of the neutral C5

cluster. Coupled cluster electronic structure theory calcula-
tions and Franck-Condon simulations are in sufficient agree-
ment with the experimental spectrum to enable assignment
of most of the observed features. Additionally, we resolve vi-
brational angular momentum structure of various multiply ex-
cited bending modes which can only appear through Renner-
Teller coupling between vibrational levels of the anion elec-
tronic ground state, and two FC forbidden πu vibrational
modes which must appear through Herzberg-Teller coupling
between electronic levels of the neutral cluster.

The ability to resolve vibrational fine structure in size-
selected clusters shows that slow photoelectron velocity-map
imaging has considerable potential for cluster spectroscopy,
as demonstrated here and, very recently, by Wang and co-

workers for Au−
4 .78 This capability is dramatically enhanced

by the cryo-cooling method described in this work.
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